
Corporate Gift Guide



It slows them down, narrows their view.  

And it makes ‘no’ more common than ‘yes’. 

But it doesn’t need to be that way. 

Bellroy aims to make life easier, smarter and 

more seamless. With slim silhouettes, clever 

storage and minimalist aesthetics. So you and 

your team can master the everyday and focus 

on the opportunities ahead.

ProblemMayday!

Work/life Disarray

SolvedDay made

Balance Hooray!

Don’t let the 
‘stuff’ weigh 
your people 
down. 



Your people are important to you. We get it. We’re here to make things easier 

and more professional for your staff, or to help you delight your clients with 

something they will enjoy using for a long time to come. Minimalist wallets, 

work accessories and work bags are just the beginning. Reach out to our team 

and let us help you find the right gift for your people.

Email us at corporatesales@bellroy.com 

It would be our pleasure.

Help your team 
master their everyday.

mailto:corporatesales%40bellroy.com?subject=Corporate%20Gift%20Program


BUSINESS CARD HOLDER

20+ business cards or 4 – 8 cards

CARD SLEEVE

2 – 8+ cards, folded bills

TRAVEL WALLET

4 – 10+ cards, flat bills, passport, pen, tickets

HIDE & SEEK

5 – 12+ cards, flat bills, coins

NOTE SLEEVE

4 – 11+ cards, flat bills, coins

All Bellroy wallets are gift boxed with no need for extra wrapping.

Wallets
Slim, sleek wallets to keep your team 

professional and organized – office to 

meeting to airport and back again. 

FOLIO WALLET

6 – 16+ cards, flat bills, coins, phone

MOST
POPULAR

TRAVEL PEN 
INCLUDED

CO-BRANDED

CO-BRANDED CO-BRANDED CO-BRANDED

CO-BRANDED CO-BRANDED

Starting from US$49



Work
Accessories
Tools to protect and organize work essentials, 

for better focus and clarity throughout the day.

PENCIL CASE

Pens, pencils, cables, small personal items

Woven WovenLeather Leather

CLASSIC POUCH

Tech, stationery, personal and travel items

WORK FOLIO A4

A4 notebook and papers, pens, cards, 

phone and tablet

NOTEBOOK COVER A5

A5 notebook, 6 cards, small tablet or e-reader, pen

WORK FOLIO A5

A work kit for your A5 notes, pens, tech 

and cables

LAPTOP SLEEVE EXTRA

Fits a laptop 12”, 13” or 15” plus a pocket for 

your notes and cables

CUSTOMISABLE

WORKS 
AS AN 

INFLIGHT 
KIT

Starting from US$36

CO-BRANDED CO-BRANDED CO-BRANDED



Work Bags
Modern, thoughtfully designed bags to let 

your team travel between work and play, 

desk and meeting, without breaking stride.

LAPTOP BRIEF 13” / 15”

8-10 liters, 13” or 15” laptop 

SLIM WORK BAG

11 liters, 15” laptop / A new kind of work bag

DUO WORK BAG

15 liters, 15” laptop / A work bag that 

flexes to your day

SLIM WORK TOTE

13 liters, 15” laptop / Keep your work life streamlined

DUO TOTEPACK

15 liters, 15” laptop / Tote or backpack, 

slim or expanded

TOKYO TOTE

18 liters, 13” laptop / 

TWO 
BAGS

IN ONE

TWO SIZES 
13” / 15”

Starting from US$134



Gift set ideas

THE STAFF KIT

Ft. Notebook Cover A5 and Pencil Case

THE THANK YOU GIFT

Ft. Notebook Cover Mini and Key Cover

There are a few ways to make someone feel 

appreciated. Saying ‘thank you’ (or indeed, 

‘nice to meet you’) with a useful gift set can 

really make your appreciation stick.

Speak to our team about creating your own 

custom gift set, whatever the occasion.

THE BUSINESS TRAVELLER

Ft. Slim Work Bag, Work Folio A5 and Travel Wallet

THE CONFERENCE SET

Ft. Work Folio A4 and Business Card Holder

Starting from US$68

CREATE YOUR 
OWN SET

CO-BRANDED

CO-BRANDED

CO-BRANDED

CO-BRANDED



Make it yours

To add a more personalised touch, we 

can work with your team to monogram or 

emboss your business’s logo, team member’s 

initials or custom message.

Minimum order quantities apply and lead 

times will be quoted on a case-by-case basis

Recent partnerships

WRITE YOUR OWN MESSAGE (30 character max.)EMBOSS YOUR COMPANY LOGO

Or



About 
Bellroy Since 2010 

The year Bellroy began, around a 

kitchen table in Bells Beach (where our 

design lab still lives).

Proudly B-Corp 

We’re proud to be a B Corp – companies using 

business to help solve social and environmental 

problems – from limiting our impact on the 

environment, campaigning for animal welfare 

and donating to effective charities.

Bell+Roy 

Our team is split across two locations: 

Bells Beach and Fitzroy. A regular work day 

involves an 11am surf check for the Bells 

team, and a 3pm caffeine hit for our Fitzroy 

HQ. Obviously.

Made to last the journey

Made to last the journey

Our products are backed by a 3 year 

warranty. And with a 0.6% product return 

rate, we’re sure our products are used and 

loved for a really long time. 

Friends with Google 

We’ve collaborated with some great brands 

such as Barneys New York, Field Notes and 

Cathay Pacific. And feel privileged to be 

part of the made for Google program.

Premium LWG leather 

Our premium, environmentally certified 

leathers come from gold-rated Leather 

Working Group tanneries. In other words,  

leather that’s as good as we can get, and as 

good for the environment as it can be.

It takes a village

Our online community is 320,000 

followers strong. We can also count  

the real life Hodor as a fan.  

(The evidence is on Twitter) 



What’s next?

If you’re looking for some engaging ways to stoke your 

clients or staff, let our team tailor a solution that suits 

your business. Thanks for your time. 

Contact: corporatesales@bellroy.com

SEE OUR LATEST NEWS

https://www.facebook.com/carryBellroy/
mailto:corporatesales%40bellroy.com?subject=
https://www.instagram.com/bellroy/
https://twitter.com/bellroy?lang=en

